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Torn Between Two Selves: Should Law Care More About Experiencing Selves or Remembering Selves?

Peter H. Huang*

ABSTRACT

Based upon psychological research and neuroscience studies about subjective well-being, 2002 Nobel Laureate in Economics Daniel Kahneman poses a riddle about which of these two selves should count: experiencing selves or remembering selves. Our remembered emotions (memories) are usually rosier than our experienced emotions, and people are motivated by their predicted emotions, which tend to coincide with their emotional memories. This Article advocates that law should care more about experiencing selves than remembering selves if and when experiences result in chronic health or stress consequences that either (1) societies care about more than people do (because of externalities, public bads, or public goods); or (2) people also care about, but are unaware of, do not remember, or are unable to act upon (due to self-control problems). This article analyzes examples of chronic health or stress effects from such experiences as dense and long commutes, unhealthy eating, regular physical exercise, sedentary behavior, and financial/retirement planning.

There is a video I found from back when I was three
You set up a paint set in the kitchen
And you’re talking to me

It’s the age of princesses and pirate ships
And the seven dwarfs
Daddy’s smart
And you’re the prettiest lady in the whole wide world

Now I know why all the trees change in the fall
I know you were on my side
Even when I was wrong
And I love you for giving me your eyes
Staying back and watching me shine

And I didn’t know if you knew
So I’m taking this chance to say
That I had the best day with you today.¹

* Professor and DeMuth Chair of Business Law, University of Colorado Law School. J.D., Stanford Law School; Ph.D., Harvard University; A.B., Princeton University.

INTRODUCTION

Father Guido Sarducci, a famous fictional character created and played by Saturday Night Live original cast member comedian Don Novello during the 1970s and 1980s, proposes to start a new university that would teach in only five minutes the information that average students remember five years after leaving college. For example, he jokes that his Five Minute University Spanish teaches only “¿Cómo estás usted?” which means “How are you?” and “muy bien” which means “very well,” because that is pretty much all that most students remember five years after taking four semesters of college Spanish. He concludes by saying: “I’m not sure, but I’m pretty sure, right next door to the Five Minute University, I might open up a little law school. You got another minute?”

His central point is that most college students remember only very little of the vast amount of material they study in four years of college. Of course, this fundamental insight applies not only to college students, but also to everyone more generally. None of us remembers every single moment in our lives, and of those moments that we do remember, not all of them are remembered with equal clarity or emphasis. Naturally, our memories are fallible and imperfect. But such an observation compares human memories to records of a computer or some other infallible and perfect recording device left operating all the time. Such a comparison misconstrues human memory as having a goal of perfect recall. Psychologist William James pointed out, “[s]election is the very keel on which our mental ship is built. And in this case of memory, its utility is obvious. If we remembered everything, we should on most occasions be as ill off as if we remembered nothing.” Instead, we remember to help us derive meaning from and make sense of all those moments in our lives. People only remember that which is personally meaningful, and what is meaningful to people often changes during their lifetimes in light of subsequent events.

An influential expert on human memory and law, psychologist Elizabeth Loftus points out that people’s memories are not only constructed,
rather than played back like a video recording, but also can be influenced by suggestive language and images. Elizabeth Loftus memorably states:

Memory. It's a paradox. Memory is the bedrock of who we are. Without memory, life would not have the sense of continuity that it does. It would consist only of momentary experiences that don't relate to each other. Without memory we could not remember what we want to say. Nor would we have the sense of continuity to know who we are.

Psychologist, subjective well-being research pioneer, and 2002 Nobel Laureate in Economics, Daniel Kahneman, poses a riddle which of these two selves should count: experiencing selves or remembering selves. Noted philosopher of emotions Ronald de Sousa states:

[W]hat are we to say about the prospect that present experience will get reassessed by future judgment? Conversely, why should I trust a present judgment about the past that doesn't match the assessment I made at the time? Which matters more? Is it what I experience right now, or is it what I will experience in retrospect, as I judge this moment in the calm contemplation of what my life was like? I have no answer, nor any principle for generating one. That lacuna, indeed, can be taken as the main message of this book.

This article proposes that the law should care more about people's experiences than memories in at least one pair of general circumstances: first, if society cares more about certain aspects or consequences of experiences than individuals do; and second, if people do not remember or are unaware of, but care about, negative aspects or consequences of experiences.

7. See generally Elizabeth Loftus, Memory: Surprising New Insights into How We Remember and Why We Forget (1980).
People's experiences include, but are not limited to, experienced affect. There are multiple dimensions of experiences including experienced affect, biological consequences or health measures of experiences, and spillover effects of individual experiences upon others.13 This multiplicity of aspects of experiences naturally suggests a decomposition or taxonomy of consequences of experiences into at least experienced affect, experienced biological, health, or stress consequences, and remembered affect. In fact, doctors and physicians are learning that stress is more than an emotional problem, deeper than a fleeting mental encumbrance. Our brains constantly rewire themselves throughout our lives, and are strongly driven by experiences, both positive and negative. And it seems that in certain situations, stress is an antagonist that can indeed leave an indelible mark on our brains.14

Experiences can produce negative experienced affect and negative biological, health, or stress consequences, but nonetheless be generally forgotten or produce only mildly negative or even neutral remembered affect. Examples of such experiences are long and dense urban commutes. Experiences can also produce negative experienced affect and negative biological, health, or stress consequences but produce dampened remembered negative affect. Examples of such experiences possibly include long and dense commutes. Experiences can even produce positive experienced affect but negative biological or health consequences and positive remembered affect. Examples of such experiences possibly include unhealthy (over)eating and certain types of addictive or obsessive behavior.

People choose experiences based upon their predicted affect, which often coincides with remembered affect rather than experienced affect. The fact that the valence of remembered affect can differ from that of not only experienced affect, but also biological, health, or stress consequences, implies that people may engage in activities that have adverse effects on their health, such as undergoing long and dense commutes and eating unhealthily.

13. See David G. Blanchflower & Andrew J. Oswald, International Happiness (Nat'l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 16668, 2011), available at http://www.nber.org/papers/w16668 (conjecturing that there is likely to be a slow convergence between the growing social science research literature about happiness, mental well-being, and subjective well-being with a related biological, epidemiological, and medical research literature about biomarkers, health, and physical well-being).

Individuals may indeed care about suffering from adverse biological or negative health consequences of certain experiences, but are unaware of those consequences as they happen, underestimate cumulative and/or probabilistic effects, or not care about negative externalities or public bad aspects of their experiences. In contrast, societies may care about individual health consequences or social effects more than individuals do. Possible legal interventions include emphasizing public attention on adverse biological or negative health consequences of experiences, such as being sedentary and repeatedly undergoing dense and long commutes. Or conversely, legal interventions could also include focusing public attention on positive biological or health consequences from experiences such as healthy eating and regular physical exercise. This refocusing of attention is akin to directing an anxious airline passenger’s awareness to a still cup of water to see lack of turbulence on a plane.

This article proceeds as follows. Part I analyzes happiness research and neuroscience studies about experienced affect versus remembered (and predicted) affect to conclude that most people’s experienced affect systematically differs from remembered affect (which tends to coincide with predicted affect). Part II advocates that law should care more about experiencing selves than remembering selves if and when experiences are repeated with adverse cumulative, delayed, and long-term objective health or stress consequences, as is true of long dense commutes. Part II also briefly surveys other contexts and situations in which the law should care more about health and stress consequences of lived experiences than recalled memories, including overeating or unhealthy eating, physical exercise, and retirement/financial planning.

II. EXPERIENCING SELVES VERSUS REMEMBERING SELVES

“Forget about it. You’ll have a thousand pasts and no future.”

A very brief video with only music and written text very effectively and movingly portrays how experiences and memories of happiness often diverge, and how alternative temporal perspectives can be crucial to achieving happiness. Related themes often play important roles in movies, television programs, and literature. For example, how our past and present selves are related, how memories filter our past, and how persistent memories can dam-


age efforts to live presently are central and recurring themes in the film that received the 2010 Best Foreign Language Film Oscar,18 El Secreto de Sus Ojos (The Secret in Their Eyes).19 In another movie, The Best of Times,20 comedian Robin Williams plays a banker who is obsessed with the one moment in his life that he is most ashamed of, namely when he dropped a perfectly thrown football pass in the final seconds of a high school game thirteen years earlier. In another film entitled Old School,21 three thirty-something-year-old men seek to recapture the outrageous, irrepressible fun they had at college. Reality television programs do not show raw, unedited 24/7 footage of contestants’ actual experiences, but instead present edited, selected episodes that involve peak emotions and/or meaningful, memorable moments of contestants’ experienced lives. Similarly, fictional television shows present selected moments of characters’ lives in meaningful story arcs. Finally, fictional and non-fictional works of literature do not recount every moment of their characters’ experiences, but instead only describe particular moments that hold meaning.

Before analyzing research about experiences versus memories from happiness studies and neuroscience, it helps to emphasize that even though sometimes objective outcomes and subjective experiences may diverge in response to various events and circumstances in people’s lives, very often objective outcomes and subjective experiences also coincide. Not surprisingly, economics and law traditionally focus on objective outcomes that are measurable, observable, and verifiable rather than subjective experiences that some regard as immeasurable, unobservable, and unverifiable. A commonly held view is that subjective experience is a first-person phenomenon, so that other people have to filter and interpret both contemporaneous and remembered self-reports about subjective experience.

But, an extensive recent set of literature in such fields as economics, epidemiology, neuroscience, psychology, and sociology contend that subjective experiences can be reliably measured, observed, and verified. Undoubtedly, part of the skepticism regarding experiences is due to an uneasy relationship with, and skepticism toward, a core aspect of subjective experiences—namely emotions—by many attorneys,22 legal educators,23 and legal

19. EL SECRETO DE SUS OJOS, supra note 16.
20. THE BEST OF TIMES (Universal Studios 1986).
Two traditional arguments to justify not incorporating emotions into legal analysis, practice, and scholarship are that emotions can distort judgments and could be feigned. Of course much of life can distort judgments; not only emotions, but also beliefs, thoughts, and testimony could be feigned. To be sure, certain emotions are already accepted in some particular areas of law, such as criminal law (compassion, hate, mercy, passion, revenge, sympathy, vengeance), family law (envy, love, hate, jealousy), and negotiations. But, a more general acceptance of how central emotions—in addition to such non-emotional aspects of experiences as meaning and self-
identity—are to people’s lives is bound to have profound implications for law, just as it does in the private sector for product design and building architecture. Marketing professor Peter Boatwright and professor of mechanical engineering, design, and computer science Jonathan Cagan offer numerous case studies and examples of products and services that captivate people because they provide authentic, emotionally fulfilling, and memorable experiences, such as Amazon.com, BMW sports cars, Facebook, Google and Google Maps, Harley-Davidson motorcycles, iPhones, Nordstrom’s customer service, Webkinz stuffed animals, and YouTube videos. Boatwright and Cagan utilize industry-based research and empirical data to demonstrate that emotionally rich product experiences (and memories) are correlated with greater word-of-mouth buzz, increased brand loyalty, more profitability, and higher stock prices.


32. See generally Donald A. Norman, Emotional Design: Why We Love (or Hate) Everyday Things (2005).

33. Id. at 109.


35. Boatwright & Cagan, supra note 34, at 17.

36. Id. at 18, 45, 77.

37. Id. at 17.

38. Id.

39. Id. at 18, 100-04.

40. Id. at 13, 22.

41. Boatwright & Cagan, supra note 34, at 72-73.

42. Id. at 15-17; see also Webkinz, http://www.webkinz.com (last visited Nov. 15, 2014).

43. Boatwright & Cagan, supra note 34, at 17.

44. Id. at 19-20.

45. Id. at 21-22, 61.

46. Id. at 25-32.

47. Id. at 33-42.
A. Objective Outcomes Often Track Subjective Experiences

Law professor Adam Kolber emphasizes how emotions, feelings, and other subjective experiences are fundamentally crucial to law, despite their being indirectly observable and hard to verify. He believes that law downplays or ignores the importance of subjective experiences because subjective experiences are not directly observable. A central point of this article is that objective outcomes are often correlated with subjective experiences. This is true in the case of directly-observed social behaviors, acquaintance ratings, clinician judgments, self-reported eudaimonic or psychological well-being (focusing on positive psychological functioning and human development), and self-reported hedonic or subjective well-being (focusing on happiness, presence of positive affect, life satisfaction, and low negative affect). Philosopher Laura Sizer proposes that an affect theory of happiness can reconcile both objective and subjective aspects of happiness. A state-by-state analysis of the United States indicates a correlation between such objective outcomes as education and wealth and subjective experiences measured by self-reported subjective well-being. Economists Andrew Oswald and Stephen Wu demonstrate that for all fifty American states and the District of Columbia, estimating quality of life based upon a number of quantifiable objective outcomes matches closely with average self-reported happiness measures of subjective experiences. Self-reported measures of subjective life satisfaction from longitudinal panel survey data in Hungary and Russia robustly predict a set of objective outcomes about people’s well-being, namely observed household expenditures on various categories of consumption. Length of daylight duration from dawn to dusk, which correlates with

49. See id.
51. See generally Laura Sizer, Good and Good for You: An Affect Theory of Happiness, 80 PHIL. & PHENOMENOLOGICAL RES. 133, 133–59 (2010).
upbeat moods, on dates auctions take place has statistically and economically significant positive impacts upon auction selling prices in a sample that includes art prices of auctions conducted from 1786 to 1909 in England.55 Similarly, in several field and laboratory experiments, as exposure to sunlight increased, negative affect decreased and consumers’ spending increased.56

Some medical objective outcomes of well-being appear to closely track subjective measures of experienced well-being. For example, measures of heart rates appear to have the potential to be proxies for mental strain.57 People who self-report more happiness also systematically report lower hypertension levels, suggesting that high blood pressure readings are potential signs of reduced well-being.58 Individuals who report positive affect have less cortisol output, lower neuroendocrine, inflammatory, and cardiovascular activity, and reduced inflammatory markers, such as C-reactive protein and interleukin-6.59

Sometimes objective outcomes of well-being and subjective measures of experienced well-being can diverge. For example, negotiators often face and have to make trade-offs between objective-economic or subjective-social-psychological outcomes.60 Another example is marketing Professor Jonathan Levav’s extensive analysis of medical and psychological research.61 It demonstrates that objective outcomes of well-being, such as measures of physical and mental health, are highly correlated with life circumstances and

sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1658747 (last visited Nov. 15, 2014) (providing quantitative test results that support reported life satisfaction data being a valid measure of experienced utility).

60. See, e.g., Jared R. Curhan & Ashley D. Brown, Parallel and Divergent Predictors of Objective and Subjective Value in Negotiation, in OXFORD HANDBOOK OF POSITIVE ORGANIZATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP 579 (Kim S. Cameron & Gretchen M. Spreitzer eds., 2011).
events. However, his analysis also shows that people’s self-reports of well-being, reflecting subjective experiences, often exhibit little or no correlation with objective circumstances. Levav suggests that this divergence is due to differences in processing times from a dual-level processing of events and circumstances. First, there is a cognitive and conscious level that judgments of subjective well-being capture. And second, there is a biological and subconscious level that medical objective outcomes capture. In other words, any event or circumstance in a person’s life can leave multiple “memory traces.” These include “bodily” memories in terms of bodily sensitizations or vulnerabilities and cognitive memories that people tap into upon reporting their subjective well-being judgments. Levav proposes alternative psychological explanations. One, memory decay, explains why subjective well-being measures fail to capture how some life events alter people’s unconscious mental structures. Another explanation is the idea of “assumptive world schemas” that govern how incoming information is assimilated mentally.

Economist Carol Graham has termed one concern with experienced subjective well-being captured by self-reports of happiness as a “paradox of happy peasants and miserable millionaires.” Graham notes that optimism among poor individuals can be a tool for their survival.

62. See, e.g., Janice K. Kiecolt-Glaser et al., Marital Stress: Immunologic, Neuroendocrine, and Autonomic Correlates, 840 ANNALS N.Y. ACAD. SCI. 656 (1998) (reporting in a study of 90 newlywed and 31 older couples that negative or hostile behaviors during abrasive marital conflict is associated with higher levels of epinephrine, norepinephrine, growth hormone, and ACTH in addition to more immunological changes over the subsequent twenty-four hour period).

63. See, e.g., Jason Riis et al., Ignorance of Hedonic Adaptation to Hemodialysis: A Study Using Ecological Momentary Assessment, 134 J. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOL. GEN. 3 (2005) (finding that hemodialysis patients report being just as happy as healthy controls).

64. Levav, supra note 61, at 325.

65. Id.

66. Id.

67. Id.

68. Id.

69. Id. at 325–31.

70. Levav, supra note 61 at 325.

71. Id. at 326–29.


serves that parents who are poor may revise their own personal expectations downward but maintain hopeful expectations for their children.74 Peasants report being happy due to lowered expectations and (perhaps some) hedonic adaptation.75 Millionaires report misery due to envy towards even richer people and (perhaps unrealistic) higher expectations.76 To what extent should law be more concerned over self-reported unhappiness of rich people or about increasing self-reported happiness of poor folks? Should it encourage or nudge poor individuals to expect more of their future? Aspirations and expectations about future circumstances in relation to reference points of current situations can obviously influence self-assessments and self-reports of happiness.77

It should be unsurprising, based upon personal introspection, that objective outcomes and subjective experiences are often interrelated.78 Furthermore, they can exhibit potentially complex interactions79 and non-linear dynamics.80 Huang analyzes empirical and experimental evidence demonstrating that investors’ moods influence their financial behavior,81 and he provides a case study, empirical and experimental data, and theoretical models of how irrational anxiety and exuberance changes behaviors and beliefs in securities markets.82 Economics, law, and policy emphasize such objective outcomes as economic development, growth, and progress. However, this emphasis is due—at least in part—to such variables being observable to and verifiable by third parties. A historical and traditional suspicion about subjec-

74. Id.
75. See id. at 168.
76. See id.
77. See id.
79. Rosenberg, supra note 23, at 1236–43 (explaining how people’s behavior, feelings, perceptions and thoughts influence, and are influenced by, each other as part of interacting systems, self-fulfilling prophecies, and often colliding systems).
80. See, e.g., Barbara L. Fredrickson & Marcial F. Losada, Positive Affect and the Complex Dynamics of Human Flourishing, 60 AM. PSYCHOLOGIST 678, 679–85 (2005) (arguing that a ratio of at least 2.9 in positive to negative affect characterizes flourishing as opposed to languishing individuals, teams, relationships, and mental health).
tive variables is attributable to them being unobservable to and unverifiable by third parties. But, as economist Andrew J. Oswald cogently observes:

Economic performance is not intrinsically interesting. No one is concerned in a genuine sense about the level of gross national product last year or about next year’s exchange rate. People have no innate interest in the money supply, inflation, growth, inequality, unemployment, and the rest. The stolid greyness of the business pages of our newspapers seems to mirror the fact that economic numbers matter only indirectly. The relevance of economic performance is that it may be a means to an end. That end is not the consumption of beefburgers, nor the accumulation of television sets, nor the vanquishing of some high level of interest rates, but rather the enrichment of mankind’s feeling of well-being. Economic things matter only in so far as they make people happier.83

There is a lively debate over whether governments can easily and pragmatically utilize happiness research in determining policy, and if so, how this can be accomplished.84 Professors Kahneman and Sugden introduce a methodology of policy evaluation, based on experienced utility, to environmental economics.85 This methodology avoids well-known problems of preference anomalies for contingent valuation studies.86 Law in general should incorporate, measure, quantify, and take into account emotional impacts that include but are not limited to just happiness.87 Former French President Nico-


86. Id.

87. Huang, How Do Securities Laws Influence Affect, Happiness, & Trust?, supra note 78, at 308 (making this proposal).
las Sarkozy recently created a commission on the measurement of economic performance and social progress. In a report, this commission recommended that, "[m]easures of both objective and subjective well-being provide key information about people’s quality of life. Statistical offices should incorporate questions to capture people’s life evaluations, hedonic experiences and priorities in their own survey." Economists Sonja C. Kassenboehmer and Christoph M. Schmidt analyzed quality-of-life indicators that are suggested in the Stiglitz Report. They found that much of the variation in many well-being measures is already well-captured by such traditional economic indicators as GDP and the unemployment rate. But because the correlation of alternative indicators with monetary measures is far from perfect, there is room to augment traditional statistical reporting by non-standard indicators.

British Prime Minister David Cameron recently announced similar plans to collect national well-being measures that incorporate life satisfaction. Economists Marc Fleurbaey and Didier Blanchet critically analyze various alternatives to GDP, including subjective well-being indexes. Oswald argues that countries are capable of and should measure their emotional prosperity and focus on mental well-being. Oswald summarizes seven studies that suggest emotional prosperity and broad measures of psychological well-


92. Id. at 2.

93. Id. at 3.


being have recently been declining over time.\textsuperscript{97} Combining data on consumption, inequality, leisure, and mortality, economists Charles I. Jones and Peter J. Klenow propose a simple summary statistic for a country's flow of well-being.\textsuperscript{98} Economists Frey and Stutzer caution that a policy of maximizing aggregate happiness faces many difficulties including reducing people merely to happiness metric stations as well as discounting problems with political institutions and incentive distortion.\textsuperscript{99} Instead, they propose two practical ways to use happiness research in policy: (1) identifying institutions that best assist people in achieving their personal goals, which in turn contributes maximally to individual happiness, and (2) providing crucial informational input to the political discussion process.\textsuperscript{100} Instead of maximizing a measure of aggregate happiness, it might be more politically feasible to minimize a measure of aggregate misery, stress, or unhappiness,\textsuperscript{101} such as the U-index,\textsuperscript{102} which measures the fraction of time that people spend experiencing unpleasant emotions. The U-index provides empirical information about negative emotional experiences that may be important to society. Another way to incorporate happiness data into policy analysis is by introducing maximum levels of a measure of unhappiness or minimum levels of a measure of happiness as constraints on government policies. In order to be viable, government policies would be required to satisfy these constraints when optimizing some objective function or goal besides happiness or unhappiness. This approach is analogous to philosopher Robert Nozick's approach to incorporating rights as constraints that are not to be violated, as opposed to rights as part of a policy goal to be optimized.\textsuperscript{103} Professor De Prycker believes that actual incorporation of happiness research into policy implicates a number of value-loaded

\textsuperscript{97} Id. at 660–64 (presenting overviews of these empirical findings).

\textsuperscript{98} Charles I. Jones & Peter J. Klenow, \textit{Beyond GDP? Welfare across Countries and Time} (National Bureau Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 16352, 2010), \textit{available at} \url{http://www.nber.org/papers/w16352} (presenting data showing this although this metric is highly correlated with per capita GDP, there are often economically significant deviations).


\textsuperscript{100} Id. at 569–70 (making these proposals).


\textsuperscript{103} \textit{Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia} 29 (1974).
ethical, ideological, and moral issues. Conversely, Professor Veenhoven believes that empirical research about life satisfaction refutes all theoretical philosophical objections against the greatest happiness principle. Professor Ott maintains that governments can increase average happiness, eventually reduce happiness inequalities, and realize both purposively by non-controversial means.

According to psychologist Barbara Fredrickson, benevolent social planners can utilize happiness research by helping people achieve better outcomes and gain greater meaning from their experiences. She observes that:

> [N]ormal individuals strive harder—and suffer more costs—to repeat experiences that include high meaning positive affects (e.g. love, interest/flow) than to repeat those that include only low meaning positive affect (e.g. pleasure, comfort). Likewise, they most actively avoid experiences that include high meaning negative affects (e.g. shame, remorse), but may routinely endure those that include only low meaning negative affect (e.g. anxiety, disgust). Moreover, these relations should hold regardless of affect intensity. Even moderate intensity episodes of remorse, for example, may be dreaded more than high intensity episodes of anxiety.

She further provides a hypothetical of a woman who rates the experience of love she felt while playing in a park with her young son as a seven while separately rating the experience of pleasure she felt eating the best instance of a particular food she has ever had as a ten. Fredrickson observes that such a woman’s numerical happiness ratings are likely made on different ordinal scales, and thus a benevolent social planner should probably refrain from having that woman spend less time in a park with her son and more time eating that particular food item. Because people’s descriptive labels

108. *Id.* at 595.
109. *Id.* at 601.
110. *Id.*
111. *Id.*
for and numerical ratings of affective states are very likely to be imprecise, it is likely is reasonable that individuals evaluate moments of love at seven against one set of benchmarks, and moments of pleasure at ten relative to a different set of reference points.

Echoing Fredrickson's concerns, behavioral economist George Loewenstein proposes that time-use surveys ask people not just about how much positive and negative affect is felt during a particular activity, but also if people believed that a particular activity was a valuable or worthwhile use of their time as opposed to a waste of their time. Psychologists White and Dolan ask people not just about how they felt during a particular activity, but also six additional questions focusing on non-hedonic aspects of experience such as being engaged, being focused, and finding meaning. These fundamental insights into how people care not only about positive affect, but also about meaning in their lives, raise questions about whether the law should care more about positive affect versus meaning in people's lives.

A legitimate source of uneasiness about basing social policies upon aggregation of empirical happiness data is a recent quantitative analysis of certain mathematical properties of empirical happiness data that continue to remain contentious among economists—namely, additivity, cardinality, and neutrality of such data, even though psychologists have been able to address how to make international, interpersonal, and intertemporal comparisons of happiness data to some degree. This mathematical analysis also serves to provide a cautionary, persuasive critique of a recent proposal for governments to eschew cost-benefit analysis and instead determine and evaluate policy based upon aggregation of happiness, defined simply as experienced positive feeling.

A middle-of-the-road position in response to situations and times when indicia of objective outcomes and subjective happiness measures diverge is to privilege neither category of variables. Instead, law can and should take

112. *Id.*

113. *Fredrickson, supra* note 107, at 601.


117. *Id.*

into account both objective outcomes and self-reports about subjective experiences. If objective outcomes and self-reports about subjective experiences converge, then law can proceed more confidently than if based upon just one category of variables. Alternatively, if objective outcomes and self-reports about subjective experiences disagree, then the law can and should understand why they diverge. Levav explains how divergences in biological versus cognitive processing times of events help categorize biases in predictions of subjective well-being, which in turn has implications for public policy.119 For example, Levav suggests that paternalism could be justified in situations involving environmental pathogens,120 because he believes in rejecting any public policy that neglects objective health outcomes just because those outcomes have little or no long-term impact on measures of subjective well-being.121 In support, Levav observes that even though a doctor usually starts a medical visit by asking patients how they feel (subjective experiences), a doctor then performs a thorough physical health examination that includes taking measures of blood pressure and heart rate (objective outcomes).122 Levav concludes that:

[A]n attempt to ascertain the effect of an event or circumstance through measures of affective judgment (that is, through SWB [Subjective Well-Being]) fails to capture sufficiently its consequences. This becomes especially important when extracting public-policy recommendations from responses to SWB questionnaires. Failure to realize the multiple effects of an event and their timing can lead to policies that are detrimental to the goal of increasing a population’s well-being.123

B. Moments in Experiences and Memories of Them

“And I don’t know if it’s a memory, or memory of a memory I’m left with.”124

Kahneman aptly characterizes people’s tendency of remembering and evaluating their happiness differently from how they experience and live. He states a difference between, on the one hand, being happy about or with your life, and on the other hand, being happy in actually living your life.125 He attributes this difference to people directing their attention to different aspects of their lives when thinking about life in comparison to actually living

119. Levav, supra note 61, at 334–35.
120. Id. at 335.
121. Id.
122. Id.
123. Id.
124. EL SECRETO DE SUS OJOS, supra note 16.
125. Kahneman, Experience vs. Memory, supra note 11.
He references a study he and a coauthor conducted, concerning whether living in California can make people happy and happier than living in the Midwest. Even though groups of college students in California and the Midwest believe that people such as themselves are happier living in California, both groups actually self-report virtually identical overall experienced happiness. It is true that Californians are much happier with their weather, but both groups vastly overestimate how much weather impacts their overall experienced happiness. If Midwestern undergraduates focus on emotional adaptation rather than the weather, their predictions of life satisfaction levels for their peers living in California decrease.

In his talk, Kahneman engages in a thought experiment to evaluate what happens when people move from Ohio to California to pursue happiness. Although he notes that such people’s experiencing selves are not happier than before, they nonetheless think they are happier because they will no longer have to endure Ohio’s harsh weather. As a result, people feel they made the right choice to move to California.

But, who is to say they did not? Should we not believe and defer to people’s evaluated and remembered happiness when and if that differs from their experienced happiness? After all, people’s own (possibly inaccurate) evaluations and (certainly incomplete) memories of their happiness are what ultimately they care about and will both remember and anticipate in comparison with their actual experiences of happiness, which are by necessity only ephemeral, fleeting, and momentary. Even if people are on average no happier in California, there are undeniably objective differences between Ohio

126. Id.


128. Id. at 343. But see Peter A. Ubel et al., Disability and Sunshine: Can Hedonic Predictions Be Improved by Drawing Attention to Focusing Illusions or Emotional Adaptation?, 11 J. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOL.: APPLIED 111, 119–21 (2005) (failing to replicate this finding of Schkade & Kahneman’s and instead reporting that University of Michigan undergraduates did not predict higher life satisfaction ratings in California than in Michigan).

129. Schkade & Kahneman, supra note 127, at 342–43.

130. See id.

131. Id. at 343.

132. Ubel et al., supra note 128, at 119–22 (presenting details of this research).

133. See Kahneman, supra note 11, at 402–03.
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and California, with some of those differences partially due to weather conditions, such as literally how green is the grass.

1. Self-Reports of Happiness

A central question in happiness research asks “[h]ow do we determine if people enjoy what they do?” While neoclassical economics relies on people’s choices to reveal their preferences, psychology and other social sciences rely on self-reports of enjoyment. Self-reports can be divided into three types: (1) global reports, based upon the Experience Sampling Method (ESM), which has developed a reputation for being the gold standard of self-report procedures due to its contemporaneous and immediate nature; and (3) recent retrospective re-

136. Levav, supra note 61, at 315 (contrasting psychologists finding little or no correlation between experienced happiness and objective circumstances with physicians finding circumstances and life events being highly related to physical and mental health).

137. “I know a place where the grass is really greener.” KATY PERRY, California Gurls, on TEENAGE DREAM (Capital Records 2010).


140. Schwarz et al., supra note 138, at 157.


142. See, e.g., Arthur A. Stone et al., Ecological Momentary Assessment, in WELL-BEING: THE FOUNDATIONS OF HEDONIC PSYCHOLOGY 26 (Daniel Kahneman, Ed Diener, & Norbert Schwarz eds., 1999) (advocating usefulness of momentary assessment of experiences, or Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) as they name it, by discussing problems of traditional retrospective perspective and comparing these with advantages of momentary, or nearly immediate, measurement forms of self-reporting, and convincingly arguing for benefits of EMA, including new insights in such areas as stress and coping, mood and physiological processes, and psychiatric symptoms); Saul Shiffman et al., Ecological Momentary Assessment, 4 ANN. REV. CLINICAL PSYCHOL. 1 (2008) (discussing the rationale for EMA, its designs, methodological and practical issues, and comparisons of EMA with recall data).


144. But see Tamlin S. Conner et al., Idiographic Personality: The Theory and Practice of Experience Sampling, in HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH METHODS IN
ports, such as the Day Reconstruction Method (DRM) and the Event Reconstruction Method (ERM). Global reports of enjoyment usually converge with choices, but neither may capture people's actual experience in situ. Concurrent and retrospective episodic reports converge with actual hedonic experiences, but can fail to predict behaviors and choices. Researchers can influence their data and conclusions by using a specific type of report. For example, according to a DRM study, employed people self-report higher life satisfaction than those who are unemployed. They also report more positive feelings when participating in similar activities. But upon weighting these activities with their duration, average experienced utility between the employed and unemployed does not differ. Unemployed people compensate for such a saddening effect by spending time in more pleasurable ways while the employed work.

While people's fleeting and momentary feelings can be accessed by introspection for accurate concurrent emotional reporting based upon experiential information, global reports of previous emotions are reconstructed based upon semantic knowledge drawing upon general beliefs about emotions and situations. Reports about recent specific episodes are between real-time and past emotional reports. People can use recent specific episode reports to draw upon episodic memory to retrieve specific details and moments from their recent past.
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2. Duration Neglect and the Peak-and-End Rule

People’s retrospective global evaluations of such aversive experiences as being exposed to continuous mild noise, carrying weights, maintaining a strained posture, or wearing a breathing apparatus all follow a peak-end rule. Across many types of affective experiences, people’s memories neglect duration and focus instead on their peak affect intensity and the ending of the memory. A peak-end rule means that global retrospective evaluations can be predicted by a weighted average of peak affect during an experience and value of affect upon the end of an experience. Evidence of the peak-end rule is supported by the retrospective reactions people have to their diverse affective experiences such as undergoing a colonoscopy, receiving gifts of DVDs or Halloween candy, immersing a hand in cold water, enduring lithotripsies, and viewing aversive and pleasant film clips.

Fredrickson proposes that people focus on affective peaks and ends not due to perceptual salience, rather, because people are carriers of personal meaning. She proposes that people remember moments of peak affect from an experience because those moments provide them information of their per-


157. See, e.g., Fredrickson, supra note 107, at 577–96 (reviewing empirical research about peak-end rule to conclude that data in support of peak-and-end rule is robust, but qualified by such other aspects of affective experiences as trends and velocity of intensity changes that also predict global evaluations of episodes).


164. Fredrickson, supra note 107, at 589–90.
sonal capacity to achieve, endure, or cope with that experience again.\textsuperscript{165} She proposes that people remember moments of ending affect from an experience because those moments convey that an experience is complete, knowable, over, past, and thus now accessible with relative certainty.\textsuperscript{166}

Based upon psychological research findings about duration neglect, criminal law professor Paul Robinson and psychology professor John Darley argue that society is not likely to deter criminals by lengthening prison sentences.\textsuperscript{167} Law professor Thomas Ulen very sensibly responds:

The suggestion is that it does not matter whether we put people into some sort of unpleasant confinement for a year, three years, or five years; that is not what they are going to remember about their incarceration. Rather, they are more likely to remember the "peak-and-end" experiences. As a result, they argue, making punishment more certain or more severe is not going to have any deterrence effect on criminals.

That conclusion strikes me as far-fetched, to say the least. And it also suggests that if they wanted to pursue this further, then we ought to confine criminals, no matter how hideous the crime, for a relatively short time (thereby saving valuable resources), but make sure that on their way out of prison we beat the daylights out of them so that the last thing they remember is something extremely unpleasant. So, no matter how long the imprisonment lasted, the now-released prisoners do not want to repeat it again—just as the vacationer does not want to return to the Caribbean, no matter how nice the vacation truly was, if the central memory he has of that trip is of lost luggage. Now, that seems to me a facile application of what is a potentially very interesting psychological finding.\textsuperscript{168}

Law Professor Jeremy A. Blumenthal points out that even death row inmates can adapt hedonically to prison\textsuperscript{169} and relatives of crime victims can adapt hedonically to losing a loved one.\textsuperscript{170} It is worth pointing out that it is also

\textsuperscript{165} Id. at 590–91.

\textsuperscript{166} Id. at 591–93.


\textsuperscript{170} Id. at 39–42 (analyzing implications for victim impact statements of affective forecasting errors about hedonic adaptation).
unknown how much inmates vary in their memories of punishment experiences and upon what that variation depends.171

i. Benefits of Incomplete Emotional Memories

People’s emotional memories depend upon their current emotional state, their perceptions and appraisals of past experiences, their coping mechanisms, and their personality traits.172 Psychologists Linda Levine, Martin Safer, and Heather Lench assert that misremembering emotions by focusing on affective peaks and ends of past experiences can promote such goal-directed behavior as authoring articles, climbing mountains, conducting research, having children, and raising children.173 They also explain how incomplete and inaccurate affective memories also can facilitate people’s abilities to cope with ongoing challenges,174 such as coping with a spouse’s midlife death,175 maintaining positive long-term relationships,176 and undergoing psychotherapy.177 In fact, even implicit measures of couples’ affective memories of their marriage can predict divorce better than observational measures of marital problem-solving and better than self-reports of current marital satisfaction that can be informed by explicit memories.178

171. Id.


174. Id. at 283–84.


People undergo a myriad of powerful emotional ups and downs every day, hour, and sometimes even within a few moments. Thereby having a memory system that preserves all of a person’s minute details of every experience would prove unduly burdensome to function as a guide for future behaviors, intentions, and preferences. Additionally, if people’s beliefs, circumstances, and goals undergo change, their more distant emotional memories are not as likely to be relevant as their more recent memories. That people’s affective memories fade with time is therefore at least efficient and is at most evolutionarily adaptive.

People’s emotions are not only their internal states of arousal and valence, but they also signal perceived relationships between people’s circumstances and their beliefs, goals, and values. Only by conceptualizing people’s emotional memories as records of their actual historical internal states does it follow that reconstructing emotional memories is doomed to suffer from biases and inaccuracies. But, a realization that emotional memories record ongoing relationships between past events and a person’s goals implies that such emotional records are more accurate if one updates them based upon his or her current goals and beliefs. As Levine, Safer, and Lench nicely state it, “In the same way, updating a map when new roads are built makes it more accurate.” Memory’s chief purpose could be to guide people’s future behavior instead of being a faithful record of their past. Because people’s current appraisals of an experience inform their emotional memories, those memories can better function to guide their future behavior. As Levine and Safer conclude, “[p]eople’s memories for emotions provide highly condensed and accessible summaries of the relevance of past experiences to current goals.”
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Neuroscientists Larry Cahill, James McGaugh, and Elizabeth Parker discovered that a few people can recall detailed moment-to-moment events from their entire lives. They proposed the word “hyperthymesia” to describe such extremely superior autobiographical memory. Actress Marilu Henner, who is perhaps best known for her starring role as Elaine O’Connor-Nardo on the popular television program “Taxi,” is the only one of six Americans diagnosed to have such nearly endless memories, that has children or is married (her current marriage is her third). This suggests that having a good relationship could be related to being able to forget, and hence lose, some arguments.

Psychologist Pascal Boyer suggests that “distorted” memories can be part of a highly efficient and functional biological system that balances costs of information storage and retrieval of past experiences against benefits of utilizing memories to improve present fitness-enhancing decision-making. Incomplete and selective memories, viewed as beliefs about past occurrences, can thus be seen to be particular examples of functionally adaptive misbeliefs generally. Viktor Mayer-Schönberger, a professor of internet governance and regulation, explains how forgetting played important roles during the history of humankind, ranging from facilitating forgiveness that provided opportunities for second chances to helping people make sound decisions that were not encumbered by their past. He also analyzes how digital technology makes it possible to end forgetting and illustrates problems from and solutions to everlasting digital memory.

191. Id. at 47.
198. Id.
People consistently neglect duration in making overall judgments of a character’s quality of life, and instead emphasize how characters’ lives end.\textsuperscript{199} This produces ratings that contradict a simplistic hedonic calculus that just adds up years of pleasure and pain.\textsuperscript{200} People display a “James Dean Effect,” whereby they rate a wonderful life that ends abruptly as being better than a wonderful life having additional but only mildly pleasant years.\textsuperscript{201} People also exhibit an “Alexander Solzhenitsyn Effect,” in which they rate a terrible life with additional moderately bad years as being more desirable than a terrible life that ends abruptly without having those unpleasant years.\textsuperscript{202} In contrast, people show evidence of weaker effects for a life having additional but less intense years embedded between ages forty and forty-five instead of at its end.\textsuperscript{203} This indicates that a life’s end has special importance and that its effect on people’s quality of life judgments is not just due to averaging different periods of life.\textsuperscript{204}

This empirical happiness research about how a life’s end takes on unique significance in life evaluation echoes Aristotle’s observation in Nicomachean Ethics.\textsuperscript{205} In this work, Aristotle notes that “since many changes occur in life, and all manner of chances, and the most prosperous may fall into great misfortunes in old age, as is told of Priam in the Trojan Cycle; and one who has experienced such chances and has ended wretchedly no one calls happy.”\textsuperscript{206}

Posthumous reversals of fortune change external evaluators’ assessments of happiness and quality of life judgments in the same direction as the valence of a posthumous event, independent of people’s religiosity or how much a life made a good or engaging story.\textsuperscript{207} People’s quality of life judgments being dependent upon posthumous events could be a special instance of a more general process of retroactive re-evaluation of a particular event’s
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\textsuperscript{200.} Ed Diener et al., \textit{End Effects of Rated Life Quality: The James Dean Effect}, 12 PSYCHOL. SCI. 124 (2001) (presenting details of three studies demonstrating these findings).
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effect or meaning after some other event. For example, if a person learns after spending a terrific evening with that person’s spouse, that the spouse was unfaithful, that person’s memories of that evening can become very negative. More broadly, as we change our attitudes or feelings towards anything, it is likely that our memories of related earlier times are going to change also.

In constructing their autobiographical selves, people shift back memories of their moral failings and shift forward their memories of morally good behavior. People are also able to maintain usually favorable self-regard via disparagement of their distant past selves and complimenting of their recent past selves. People appear to like seeing themselves as evolving into better future selves and situate themselves differently in time than how they situate others. Based upon extensive clinical studies, narrative psychologist Dan McAdams persuasively argues that redemption is a unique theme of American autobiographical stories.

Kahneman expresses concern over evaluations of past experiences because they are incorrect due to fallible memories and can result in choices that do not maximize people’s experienced affect. Kahneman proposes that a true measure of an experience can be derived only upon a moment-to-moment sampling of an individual’s feelings during that experience. Schreiber and Kahneman distinguish between instantaneous utility, consisting of people’s on-line feelings about moments in their lives, and remembered utility, entailing how poorly or well a whole event is
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remembered to have been after it already happened.217 Kahneman’s viewpoints about people’s experiences and self-evaluations as competing normative guides for people and social policies have undergone change and evolution over time.218 This is a response to developments in his own and others’ empirical research about happiness219 and hedonic adaptation.220

As Loewenstein and philosopher Jon Elster observe,221 moral philosopher Jeremy Bentham realized that many experiences of pleasure and pain are due not to direct experiences, but instead to anticipations and memories of experiences.222 Differences in how people remember versus experience happiness raises a fundamental normative question of which one, if either, is more important. Maximizing experienced affect over memories of them raises a number of issues and questions.223 Kahneman’s economics Nobel lecture discussed how people’s global evaluations of episodes over time suffer from biases in comparison with their actual experienced affect.224 Kahneman and Riss “urged that the experiencing self be given due regard in


223. Joel Huber et al., Thinking about Values in Prospect and Retrospect: Maximizing Experienced Utility, 8 MARKETING LETTERS 323, 327–29, 332 (1997) (discussing these issues and research questions).

well-being research."225 Carmon and Kahneman believe that situations in which experiences can be more crucial than memories include painful medical procedures and waiting in queues.226 Influential designer Don Norman believes that memories are more crucial than experiences in waiting lines,227 queue design,228 and generally overall.229

In a fascinating article, organizational psychologist and management scholar Robert Sutton hypothesizes that visitors to Disneyland are likely to remember and report positive bygone feelings they experienced during their visits, but forget and fail to report negative ones.230 Sutton posits that well-documented psychological forces explain such inaccurate reconstruction of people’s emotions: (1) a Pollyanna effect; (2) editing of memories to maintain cognitive consistency; and (3) pressures of social norms in reconstructing past feelings.231 Sutton also suggests that these somewhat inaccurate positive anticipations, experiences, and memories of most events in life can be healthy and self-fulfilling.232

This inclination to remember pleasant feelings but forget unpleasant ones is accentuated by people taking photographs during their visits.233 Memories and photographs of moments in our lives are intimately related. As novelist Milan Kundera states about how people remember love affairs,
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233. Id. at 285–86; see also Shelly E. Taylor & J D. Brown, Illusion and Well-Being: A Social-Psychological Perspective on Mental Health, 103 PSYCHOL. BULL. 193 (1998) (analyzing research literature to conclude that unrealistic positive illusions promote mental health).
"memory does not make films, it makes photographs." Perhaps to capitalize on this, Disneyland and Walt Disney World launched a marketing campaign in 2010 to feature vacationers' photographs and videos in television commercials and social media.

Furthermore, psychological research explains why people repeat and recommend experiences, even if such experiences involve unpleasant moments. For instance, construal level theory predicts that details of experiences fade away faster than higher-level constructs and emotions fade away faster than cognitions. A related theory of how people evaluate personal events in their lives posits that people's anticipations and memories of certain categories of events often are more positive than actual experiences of those events. This theory suggests three distinct processes to explain this phenomenon: (1) Rosy Prospection, a tendency "to anticipate events as more favorable and positive than" actual experiences; (2) Dampening, a tendency "to minimize the favorability or pleasure of events" as people experience them; and (3) Rosy Retrospection, a tendency to recollect and remember events people experience "more fondly and positively" than experienced.

Older adults exhibit more temporal realism than do young and middle-aged adults in that, for older adults, retrospective and anticipatory life satisfaction ratings match actual levels of satisfaction. In other words, young and middle-aged adults exhibit more temporal affective illusion as defined by their prospective and retrospective life satisfaction ratings. At all ages, temporal realism is associated with more adaptive current functioning than illusion, when illusion is defined as inaccuracy. More traditional defini-
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tions of illusion, however, are relative to some objective standard or how others perform.243

A common belief, at least among rock stars,244 is that getting old stinks. In an internet study of laypeople,245 both older and younger adults estimate declining happiness from ages thirty to seventy on average,246 despite self-reports of current happiness being higher for older participants than for younger participants.247 Kahneman believes that, when people think of the future, they do not usually think of lived experiences, but instead think of anticipated memories.248 He believes that people actually choose memories of experiences as opposed to actual experiences.249 He sums up his viewpoint nicely with a compelling metaphor about “remembering selves” tyrannically dragging along “experiencing selves” through experiences that “experiencing selves” do not want and have no voice in choosing.250 As psychologist Frederic Bartlett states, “[T]he past is being continually re-made, reconstructed in the interests of the present . . .”251

iii. Vacations

People largely take vacations in service of their remembering selves. As comedian Dave Barry jokingly points out, “the human race is far too stupid to be deterred from tourism by a mere several million years of bad experiences, and today we’re traveling in larger numbers than ever.”252 This lies at the heart of Kahneman’s thesis: anticipated memories of experiences—as op-
posed to anticipated experiences themselves—motivate human behavior.\textsuperscript{253} In fact, not only do prospective reports of vacation enjoyment converge with retrospective ones, but predicted and remembered affect are also more positive than concurrent affect reported during vacations.\textsuperscript{254} For example, a comparison of these three affects regarding students’ spring break vacations revealed that predicted and remembered affects are both more positive and negative than concurrently experienced affect.\textsuperscript{255} However, remembered affect best predicts students’ desire to take similar vacations in the future.\textsuperscript{256}

Incidental emotions may also matter, due to an emotion-congruency effect; vacations with adventurous appeal are evaluated more favorably if participants feel excited, while vacations with serene appeal are evaluated more favorably if participants feel peaceful.\textsuperscript{257} Such an effect is not observed, however, if participants realize their feelings are incidental; the effect is mediated by emotion’s influence on participants’ expectations that a vacation will deliver what it promises.\textsuperscript{258}

Ultimately, most people want to enjoy pleasurable experiences and avoid disagreeable ones. Kahneman correctly observes that people base their anticipated experiences upon memories of similar experiences.\textsuperscript{259} But what if people have no such memories of similar experiences? In that case, it would not seem descriptively accurate to say that choices regarding possible actual experiences are motivated completely by anticipated memories, and that no part is played by anticipated actual experiences.

\textsuperscript{253} See generally Kahneman, \textit{Experience vs. Memory}, supra note 11, at 388–90.
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An intuition that some people may desire more than just anticipated memories is viscerally illustrated in Total Recall,260 a popular film based on Philip K. Dick's science-fiction novelette, We Can Remember it for You Wholesale.261 In the film, characters debate about purchasing the services of Rekal Incorporated, a company that provides implanted false memories of ideal virtual vacations.262

Despite the expected and inevitable hassles of travel, many people prefer to actually experience a vacation, and anticipate having fond memories of it. Thoughts of bonding, shared experiences, and fond memories may also motivate choices regarding traveling companions and destinations. In other words, some people believe that sometimes, vacations can transform relationships with family, friends, and even people who previously were strangers.263 Furthermore, many people undertake certain experiences because they hope they will become different people, not just identical people with different memories. This motivation is especially true for such transcendental emotions as awe and wonder,264 which people often wish to share with family and friends.265 These observations illustrate that people care not only about living through certain experiences, but also about having incomplete, selective memories of those experiences which they can then relive.

To view incompleteness of memory as a bias presumes an unattainable normative benchmark of perfect recall,266 to which there are at least three responses. First, documentation of so-called biases does not evidence a "correlation with lower earnings, unhappiness, impaired health, inaccurate be-

262. Total Recall, supra note 260.
lies, or shorter lives." Second, related heuristics studies show that "less information, computation, and time can in fact improve accuracy [of recall]." Third, aggregate or social consequences of so-called biases can differ from individual consequences. All three of these observations imply that law can view—and have reasons to normatively treat—an individual's memory differently than the individual does.

C. Hedonic Adaptation and Defective Affective Forecasting

"If you keep going over the past, you're going to end up with a thousand pasts and no future."

It is evolutionarily advantageous for us to hedonically adapt to certain external conditions. Various empirical studies of hedonic adaptation show our attention is a scarce resource, so our emotions direct our attention to anything that causes us to feel emotional responses. Similar to imperfect recall and incompleteness of memories, hedonic adaptation frees up people's attention so they can focus it elsewhere when required for survival. "Failure to adapt would unnecessarily sap limited brain resources needed to perceive new stimuli and, in the extreme case, bring about the extinction of the species." Peter Medawar, 1960 Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine, and his wife Jean explain "[i]n a sense, all evolution is adaptation." Both hedonic adaptation and partially forgetting experiences permit
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Scholars disagree on how knowledge of hedonic adaptation should affect the legal system. Bronsteen, Buccafusco, and Masur point out previously unrecognized benefits of lengthy delays in civil trials: plaintiffs are more likely to settle and are motivated to settle for less than if their lawsuits were to proceed faster. Swedloff criticizes their arguments concerning litigation’s impacts on plaintiffs’ adaptation and analyzes whether the judicial system should encourage slower post-adaptation settlements, concluding that data on hedonic adaptation may not yet be ready for “prime time” application to settlements of civil litigation. Other considerations imply that empirical hedonic adaptation findings are of limited relevance to analyzing tort plaintiffs’ motivations. Many other emotions besides happiness motivate litigation. In fact, emotions in tort cases can be cultural evaluations, for instance, tort plaintiffs’ fear of losing their litigation options. Empirical data concerning hedonic adaptation fails to undermine monetary damages and jury awards for noneconomic harms in tort cases.
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279. Rick Swedloff, Accounting for Happiness in Civil Settlements, 108 COLUM. L. REV. SIDE BAR 39, 44–45 (2008); see also Swedloff, supra note 84, at 804–06 (arguing that questions about the meaning of well-being and temporal differences in happiness raise important concerns about how relevant hedonic adaptation is to the law).
Critics of the hedonist approach also argue that there are limitations to the use of hedonic adaptation in forming public policy. Loewenstein and physician Peter Ubel believe hedonic adaptation research casts grave doubts upon enacting policy based just on self-reported happiness or experienced affect. Similarly, philosopher Bengt Brulde believes that hedonic adaptation demonstrates a danger to basing distributive strategies on happiness data. Philosopher Joseph Heath concurs, emphasizing that we should “not to get too carried away when sampling the happiness literature, particularly with respect to adaptation . . . [and] there must be more . . . than merely a concern with subjective well-being.”

Some scholars suggest that any public policy should pass a common-sense test. Judgment and decision-making scholar Shane Frederick and Loewenstein suggest considering these three questions:

Assuming that future research provides a deeper understanding of hedonic adaptation, is it likely that such information would cause people to conduct their lives differently? Would they stop wearing seatbelts with the assurance that they would get used to being paralyzed? Would they exploit an embezzlement opportunity knowing that prison wouldn’t be all that bad in the long run? We suspect not.

People can also disrupt hedonic adaptation by interrupting their experiences. Although people seem annoyed by commercials interrupting television programs, such interruptions actually make programs more enjoyable. This effect is eliminated for people who are less likely to adapt and for programs that do not lead to adaptation. This confirms a disruption of adaptation and identifies crucial boundaries of this effect. Similar, perhaps counterintuitive, phenomena occur across a variety of hedonic consumption
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experiences ranging from sitting in a massage chair to listening to noises or songs. Even though people avoid breaks in pleasant experiences and choose breaks in unpleasant experiences, interruptions in a consumption experience can disrupt hedonic adaptation and intensify subsequent experiences, making pleasant experiences more enjoyable and unpleasant experiences more irritating.294

People are prone to underestimate how much and how quickly they and others can adapt hedonically.295 For example, healthy people underestimate hedonic adaptation because they do not consider how and why their emotions are likely to change over time following the onset of a disability or illness.296 People tend also to recall atypical instances of events; if unaware of this, they rely on such atypical instances to make affective forecasts and choices about future events.297 But accuracy in affective forecasting is more complex than mere overestimation of duration and intensity. When people opt out of a risky gamble and instead make a safe bet, they actually underestimate instead of overestimate their affective reactions.298

Overestimation of affective reactions to future choices and events—also known as impact bias—is partially explained by well-documented focusing illusions.299 Impact biases can be disrupted by cognitive tasks to reduce the overestimation of their affective reactions to future events and decisions.300 For some people, focusing on peripheral events and recognizing coping capacity may improve their affective forecasting.301 In addition, people repeatedly focusing prior to an event can influence their subsequent happiness


295. See generally DANIEL GILBERT, STUMBLING ON HAPPINESS (2007).


ratings. The repeated focusing effect and difficulty of de-biasing the studies implies possible difficulties for interpreting subjective well-being data.

III. CHRONIC HEALTH OR STRESS EFFECTS

This part of the article identifies conditions under which society, via law, should care about people's experiences more than their memories. Although legal proceedings are themselves experiences that usually entail negative affect, legal proceedings also involve memories of experiences that led to such legal proceedings instead of those actual experiences themselves. Civil and criminal prosecutions rely upon testimony about recollections of experiences because lawsuits necessarily occur after whatever events led to them. Law as expressed in model codes, judicial opinions, statutory regulations, rules, subsidies, and taxes can focus upon people's experiences, memories, or both.

The law can and should consider people's memories when they hold meaning to people, especially if those memories impinge on people's abilities to live their lives. For example, a criminal defense involving post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) focuses upon persistent and frightening memories of a past experienced ordeal.

Many activities that laws are designed to influence impact objective consequences and subjective experiences for not only those who choose and are intended targets of those activities, but also society at large. Such externalities, whether they are objective consequences upon or subjective experiences of third parties, may be just as important as direct effects. They might be even more crucial in terms of their expressive, public policy, signaling, or spillover effects.

When objective consequences and subjective memories of experiences differ in valence, law may care about objective consequences more than sub-
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jective memories of experiences for several reasons. First, objective consequences may vary less across people than subjective memories do because of heterogeneity in people’s emotional reactions to experiences and their memories. Second, although experiences with positive objective consequences usually generate positive affective valence and correspondingly fond memories, experiences with negative objective consequences may nonetheless result in positive affect given enough time. This is due to partial hedonic adaptation, which may yield positive memories due to incomplete and selective memories.

Third, if divergences between objective consequences and subjective memories of experiences are due to incomplete hedonic adaptation or imperfect memories, it would be perverse for the law to discourage recovery from negative affective experiences. It is normatively and socially desirable that people heal hedonically from and forget about unpleasantness from negatively affective experiences as much as they can. Simply because people hedonically adapt and forget about unpleasant experiences does not imply that the law should be correspondingly less concerned about those experiences.

Because experiences have a number of consequences, the law should care about information more than incomplete self-reports of subjectively remembered or experienced affect. This does not deny that the law can, does, and should care about self-reports of experienced and remembered affect; self-reports provide valuable information about what motivates the law. However, not all of that information holds equal value. It is possible that a person’s affective memories function as sufficient proxies of experienced affect from that person’s viewpoint, but not from a societal point of view. Legal and social considerations including efficiency, equity, expectations, externalities, ethics, fairness, justice, morality, and public policy are all factors.

In addition, societies may pursue laws that care about experienced affect more than remembered affect to accomplish other particular goals. One possible set of legal and social objectives focus on expressive concerns, such as
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312. Id.
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314. Huang, Experiences Versus Memories, supra note 308, at 55–56.
as providing aspirations for how individuals and societies can and should behave.\textsuperscript{316}

A. Dense and Long Commutes

The law should care about experiences more than memories if those repeated, chronic experiences adversely affect people’s health or stress levels. For example, legal interventions to reduce negative affective commuting experiences can be justified by a paternalistic goal to reduce adverse cumulative, detrimental, long-term health consequences.\textsuperscript{317} But, legal interventions can also be justified by a social but not paternalistic goal to the same end. Long, dense commutes result in negative affective contagion or spillover effects; societal medical costs of treating back problems, high blood pressure, mental anguish, neck strain, obesity, and physical stress. As law professor Claire Hill observes, “In most paternalistic interventions, there are externalities, and necessarily so.”\textsuperscript{318}

How people experience urban commutes depends on how they perceive time and on various characteristics of their commutes, including duration, journey episodes, number of stages, travel environment, and expectations.\textsuperscript{319} How commuters evaluate their experiences depends on those same characteristics.\textsuperscript{320} For instance, American workers with long commutes are more likely to self-report feeling fatigue, less enjoyment, high cholesterol, obesity, recurring back or neck pain, and worry.\textsuperscript{321} One robust finding of empirical happiness research is that people having longer commuting times consistently self-report levels of lower subjective well-being.\textsuperscript{322}

Psychologist Daniel Gilbert recommends that keeping one’s commute short increases happiness, observing that people “can’t adapt to commuting, because it’s entirely unpredictable . . . [d]riving in traffic is a different kind

\textsuperscript{316} See generally Philip Harvey, Aspirational Law, 52 BUFF. L. REV. 101 (2004).
\textsuperscript{318} Id.
\textsuperscript{320} Id. at 50–55, tbl. 2.
\textsuperscript{322} See, e.g., Daniel Kahneman et al., Would You Be Happier if You Were Richer? A Focusing Illusion, 312 SCI. 1908, 1910, tbl. 4 (2006) (finding that commuting is correlated with lower self-reported happiness and higher stress levels).
Interestingly, most people's optimal commute times are not zero. One survey found that respondents prefer a minimum commute of twenty minutes to decompress and be free of home and work identities, engage in singing, experience being an adolescent again, and listen to talk radio, music, or audio books. People also use driving time to grieve in solitude. Indeed, there can be some real advantages to long commutes.

1. Explaining Dense, Long Commutes

It is helpful to analyze how and why driving in traffic can be so miserable. Numerous factors make urban driving an unpleasant experience: accidents, buses, delays, lack of merging etiquette, lane closures, potholes, road construction, other drivers’ rudeness, speeding or very slow drivers, and stop-and-go traffic. All of these minor annoyances, repeated over time, can lead to chronic anger, anxiety, and stress, which can have detrimental behavioral, biological, physiological, and psychological correlates.

There is an environmental mismatch in that human beings and their bodies evolved to handle infrequent short-term stresses such as running from predators, but are not equipped for the chronic, constant, and repeated stresses of long, dense commutes. For instance, emotions aroused during commuting likely also spill over into people’s home and work lives due to
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emotional contagion and incidental affect. People rate commuting as not only unpleasant, but also less rewarding than almost all other activities.

Drivers continuing to make dense, lengthy commutes, but simultaneously reporting increased stress and reduced life satisfaction, present a paradox. Why do these stressed out and unhappy individuals persist in dense, long commutes? Several theories center around personal satisfaction factors. One theory is that family members of commuters benefit, but such a hypothesis is not supported by empirical data. A second possible answer is that long commuters are compensated by homes or jobs they deem personally more attractive, but such a hypothesis also does not have empirical support. A third possible answer is that transactions costs limit job and residential mobility; this offers only a partial explanation at best.

Other theories favor behavioral explanations. For instance, one premise is based upon people's defective affective forecasting. People's preferences are constructed by reference levels of commuting radius or time. For example, one study of people moving from one American city to another indicates that those from cities with high average commute times choose to commute more than average in their new location. This research thus explains people commuting not only too much, but also too little. Another possible answer is that people are weak-willed, which is also a partial explanation at best.

This article proposes that another possible reason for the commuting paradox is people's unsurprisingly incomplete memories of commuting. Albert Einstein said: "Any man who can drive safely while kissing a pretty girl
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338. Id. at 361–62.
341. Id.
is simply not giving the kiss the attention it deserves." Drivers have difficulties paying attention to traffic during commuting. Therefore, it seems intuitively and logically plausible that drivers also should have difficulty remembering details about traffic. These difficulties likely increase over time because details from any particular single commute fade into a sea of memories about commuting in general.

In addition, empirical happiness research indicates that happiness more strongly correlates to duration and frequency of positive feelings rather than those feelings' intensity. Just as parents do not dwell upon small but frequent misery and stress of raising children, it seems plausible that drivers with long or unpleasant commutes do not remember every minor annoyance, frustration, indignity, and irritation they suffer on a regular basis.

Whether drivers remember such recurrent emotions from their long commutes is an open empirical question whose answer likely varies across people and commutes. But, well-documented phenomena of duration, neglect, and evaluation according to a peak-end rule should apply to memories of commuting experiences, and help explain why people find commuting home less unpleasant than commuting to work. People may adaptively neither dwell on remembering nor anticipating dense, long commutes if they have no effective choice about where they live and work.

2. Experiences Versus Memories of Commutes

Should laws care more about people's actual unpleasant experiences or about their incomplete but less unpleasant memories of dense, lengthy commutes? Another way to think of this is to question whether incomplete commuting memories mean that people are not only individually, but also socially, mistaken in making such commutes. In other words, do people who make unpleasant, longer commutes impose negative externalities upon society? Long commutes have familiar and well-documented socially undesirable objective consequences, such as congestion and environmental damage. They also have less well-recognized socially undesirable subjective consequences, like negative affect contagion upon and spillover onto fellow commuters,
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343. Id. at 74–89.
346. See, e.g., Li, supra note 319, at 53–54 (explaining these applications).
commuters’ households and their work colleagues when those groups have to
deal with stressed-out commuters in bad moods.

Consider an analogy and the relevant differences between commuting
and parenting. Powdthavee points out, “[r]aising children is probably the
toughest and the dullest job in the world.” Commuting usually is neither as
dull nor as tough as (mundane or difficult aspects of) parenting, but can in-
volve similar types of loss of control, stress, and unpredictability. Powdthavee observes that it should be “no surprise to us that these negative
experiences that come with parenthood will show up much more often in our
subjective experiences, including happiness and life satisfaction, than activi-
ties that are, although rewarding, relatively rare.” Similarly, it should be
obvious that commuting’s negative affect and experiences resonate louder in
commuters’ subjective experiences than any relatively rare positive affect
and experiences, such as random acts of kindness or politeness in commut-
ing. A key difference between commuting and parenting becomes apparent
upon comparing the infrequent delights of commuting with the frequent and
recurring—if not daily delights—of parenting.

Shouldn’t the wellbeing hit from a higher but less frequent quality
experience with our children be larger than—or, at the very least,
equal to—the small but more frequent misery that raising children
can bring? . . . We tend to believe that the rare but meaningful
experiences—such as seeing our children smile for the first time
or graduating from university or getting married—would give us
massive increases in our happiness. And indeed they do, but these
boosts in well-being, often to our surprise, tend not to last for very
long.

He explains that a reason people are prone to focusing on illusions about
positive experiences “lies in the nature of these experiences. How often do
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we think about these rare but meaningful experiences on a day-to-day basis if we are not prompted to think about them?"\textsuperscript{352}

All of these observations about parenting also explain why experiences of negative affect from commuting outweigh any positive commuting experiences. However, people with dense, long commutes are presumably not just suffering from a focusing illusion about rare, meaningful positive affect from commuting. Instead, a more likely possibility is that people do not focus on the unpleasantness when they remember or anticipate such commutes. They are essentially undergoing an illusion entailing a failure to focus on the everyday negative affect due to long commutes.

Powdthavee asks, "[W]hat if we do not give in to this comfortable illusion? What if all of us decided one day—for the sake of our own personal happiness—not to have children any more [sic]? The chances are that the future [would] stop at our generation."\textsuperscript{353} However, a similar question about commuting does not lead to such an apocalyptic outcome. Instead, if people focused more on how unpleasant long, dense commutes are, they might change their commuting behavior.\textsuperscript{354} If changing one's commute, employment, or home is not practical, then an individual is fortunate to have a commuting illusion.

\section*{3. Possible Social Responses to Dense and Long Commutes}

The commuting paradox may continue because people's anticipations about and memories of commuting are more pleasant and selective in comparison to actual complete and unpleasant experiences of long, dense commutes. However, society should care about the cumulative, adverse health consequences due to commuting stress more than people's incomplete affective memories and imperfect emotional anticipations associated with commuting. The law should care more about people's repeated dense, long commuting experiences rather than people's incomplete memories of them because such experiences have long-term deleterious health consequences and produce negative emotional and environmental externalities.\textsuperscript{355} A large body of empirical and experimental evidence demonstrates that long car and train commutes are correlated with a lower overall quality of life.\textsuperscript{356}

\begin{flushleft}
352. \textit{Id.} at 309.
353. \textit{Id.} at 310.
354. \textit{Diener et al., supra} note 349, at 154.
356. \textit{Id.} (analyzing, detailing, and surveying large number of studies demonstrating that long, dense commutes correlate to decreased attention, cardiovascular outcomes, frustration tolerance, health, life satisfaction, job satisfaction, job stability, mood, motivation, overall subjective well-being, proofreading performance, task persistence, and time spent on more enjoyable activities, in addition to increased cortisol, stress, and work absences).
\end{flushleft}
But the fact that dense, long commutes are stressful, unpleasant, and unrewarding does not imply that all government policies and regulations are necessarily socially desirable or even good ideas based on sound economic and psychological foundations. For example, constructing more free lanes to relieve congestion is a bad idea because additional free lanes and roads only result in more traffic. In addition, even though searching for parking in most urban centers is often frustrating and stressful, providing more free parking spaces is an ill-advised policy that imposes high social costs and externalities upon communities and our environment. However, municipalities charging developers in-lieu fees and drivers for curb parking can also relieve parking congestion. Similarly, congestion pricing and provision of real-time congestion and/or routing information offer promise to relieve traffic congestion.

A number of government policies could reduce commuting, including appropriate design of public transportation; education about commuting’s negative consequences on people’s health and society at large, and urban planning to integrate business and residential neighborhoods via zoning regulations. Other related proposals advocate increasing parks and green spaces near where people live and work, based on empirical and experimental studies demonstrating the well-being benefits of contact with nature. One comprehensive guide explains how land use lawyers, urban planners, and public officials can implement umbrella sustainable growth systems to improve the quality of life, revitalize neighborhoods, reduce air pollution, conserve land, and combat climate change.

Urban economist Edward L. Glaeser argues that government policies such as building restrictions, oversupply of public infrastructure, zoning regulations, and subsidized automobile travel and home ownership have made
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city living less accessible than it should be.\textsuperscript{365} He advocates that government should discourage urban sprawl and commuting by promoting dense urbanization.\textsuperscript{366} Another theory suggests that cities in California, Nevada, Arizona, and Florida that have suffered economic decline due to the recent housing bust and recession can pursue smart shrinkage that encourages more green spaces, public transportation, and walking.\textsuperscript{367}

Furthermore, private parties, such as employers, can provide complements or substitutes to government policies and regulations to improve people’s well-being at work,\textsuperscript{368} including reducing dense and lengthy commutes. Enlightened employers can permit or actively encourage more telecommuting and should do so upon recognizing the economic, emotional, mental, and physical costs they incur on employees.\textsuperscript{369} In conjunction with governments, employers can subsidize carpooling and help transform public transportation into a positive experience by utilizing such design considerations as color, connection to place, economic revitalization, form, headway, lighting, operation, pace, route, scaling, seating, social opportunity, style, and transparency.\textsuperscript{370}

B. Obesity

The World Health Organization defines being obese as having a measure of body fat based on height and weight, known as the Body Mass Index (BMI), of greater than thirty.\textsuperscript{371} Most people would likely report that being obese is an unpleasant experience and their memories of being obese are negative.\textsuperscript{372} A large part of such negative affect from both experiences and memories of being obese are due to guilt, shame, and stigma that are socially


\textsuperscript{366} Id.


\textsuperscript{369} Crabtree, supra note 321.


associated with obesity.\textsuperscript{373} Even though people find neither experiences nor memories of being obese to be positive, people nonetheless often become obese despite a desire not to be so.\textsuperscript{374} Such unintended consequences often result from people over-engaging in experiences which usually lead to positive affect and memories, such as eating comfort food, and under-engaging in experiences which can produce short-term negative but long-term positive affect, such as moderate to vigorous physical exercise.\textsuperscript{375}

There are many different explanations for what causes obesity and its recently increasing levels in the United States and many other developed countries.\textsuperscript{376} A recent alternative socio-economic model that explains obesity and its recent increase\textsuperscript{377} draws upon medical evidence that weight changes are not strictly determined by net calorie consumption, but instead by what foods people eat and how those foods influence such hormones as insulin and effect the hormonal balance.\textsuperscript{378} Attempts to change one’s lifestyle involve behavioral, cognitive, emotional, financial, psychological, and time costs.\textsuperscript{379} An economic model, in which people who would like to modify their behavior face adjustment costs, mathematically proves that policy measures can raise individual welfare by focusing on: (1) reducing incidence of excessive consumption and leisure, and/or (2) facilitating behavioral change.\textsuperscript{380} Behavior-focused studies find that these activities are correlated with an increased probability of losing weight and keeping it off; adopting clear, modest goals;
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\textsuperscript{379} See, e.g., Krantz et al., supra note 373, at 373–74.

focusing on lifelong habits; measuring initial weight and determining what rituals and routines are contributing to overeating and/or under-exercising; making small changes in behavior; measuring and recording one's body weight, calories eaten, and steps taken; and joining support groups.

This part of the article briefly considers three related, but distinct, correlates of being obese; namely too much unhealthy eating, too little physical exercise, and too much sedentary behavior, especially sitting time; and some possible legal responses. To help individuals change their behavior, mere disclosure or provision of information about biological, health, and stress effects of experiences is not enough; instead, law has to engage people's emotions to motivate them to want to change.

1. Overeating and Unhealthy Eating

Humans evolved to anticipate and feel pleasure from experiences and memories such as eating and sex, which facilitate their survival and reproduction. However, overeating, unhealthy diets, and sex addiction are maladaptive. An obvious way to reduce overeating and poor nutrition is to make experiences and memories of overeating and unhealthy eating less pleasant. While this seems reasonable, Lowenstein and behavioral economist Ted O'Donoghue warn that a danger of trying to control overeating via negative affect is that people may fail to control their overeating and thus experience the negative emotions of guilt and shame. In some cases, people may develop neurotic attitudes about eating in addition to suffering adverse material objective consequences from overeating.

An alternative approach to curb these bad behaviors is to transform the paradigm of “food as health” into “food as well-being.” To enact this change, society must shift from emphasizing restraint and restrictions to encouraging a holistic and more positive understanding of how food can fit into a person's overall well-being. Cultural, environmental, and legal changes may help societies develop more positive emotional, physical, psychological, and social relationships with food.

In addition, society can design policies that not only transform food-related experiences, but also influence memories of past food experiences.

384. See generally id.
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For example, a recent study of non-dieting females of unexceptional weight found that those who ate while watching television had less accurate memories of their food intake and ate more during a later, television-free meal.387 This research suggests that eating while watching television affects people's memories about how much they ate, causing them to eat more later on.388

People overeat for myriad reasons. People often eat more than they think because they eat mindlessly instead of mindfully.389 Thus, one legal and policy response to people overeating and eating unhealthily is to encourage mindful eating.390 People also eat when they are sad, to self-medicate, and when they are happy, to celebrate. A recent study found that both stress and emotional eating are related to people overestimating their aggregate food consumption.391 Thus, another legal and policy response to this would be to foster non-emotional eating and to reduce stress in general.

Finally, laws should help children develop life-long, mindful, and healthy eating habits because people learn many eating practices early in life from their parents, siblings, and peers.392 For example, the U.S. Department of Agriculture recently proposed a rule to raise nutrition standards of school meals by limiting calories, french fries, and sodium and offering more fruits and vegetables.393

C. Regular Physical Exercise

While most people understand that regular physical exercise has some health benefit, they might not know about the antidepressant and stress-reducing effects of physical exercise. There is a large and growing body of

388. Id. at 876.
research that shows aerobic exercise not only improves attention, brain function, cognitive learning, and mood, but also reduces anxiety and stress.\textsuperscript{394} Even doing single bouts of resistance exercise (which unlike aerobic exercise does not increase oxygen use), such as push-ups, sit-ups, and weightlifting, can enhance people's episodic memory.\textsuperscript{395} People may offer many different reasons for not engaging in regular physical exercise activity, including lack of time, money, inconvenience, and negative affect from physical exertion. Yet, walking is a low-cost, usually convenient, and often pleasant form of exercise. People's style of walking affects their affective memories and moods.\textsuperscript{396} Societies could provide more public spaces, such as parks, tracks, and indoor facilities, where people could safely walk and do other types of regular physical exercise.

Technology has made exercise accessible in a whole new way. On popular video game consoles, such as the Nintendo Wii, PlayStation\textsuperscript{74}, or Xbox One, people can play physically active video games. For instance, exercise video games can transform regular physical exercise activity into a more pleasant and meaningful experience.\textsuperscript{397} Public and private health insurance plans could promote more regular physical exercise by subsidizing the purchase and, more importantly, but harder to monitor and verify, regular utilization of physically active video games, gym memberships, and other exercise equipment.

1. Sedentary Behavior and Sitting Time

Sedentary behavior is behavior that expends a very low amount of energy.\textsuperscript{398} Examples of sedentary behavior include lying down, sitting when driving, working on a computer, and watching television. Recent studies of-

\textsuperscript{394} See generally John J. Ratey, \textit{Spark: The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and the Brain} (2008); see also Austin, supra note 14, at 829–34 (discussing neuroscientific details).

\textsuperscript{395} Lisa Weinberg et al., \textit{A Single Bout of Resistance Exercise Can Enhance Episodic Memory Performance}, 153 \textit{Acta Psychologica} 13 (2014).


fer epidemiological evidence that sitting time has harmful cardiovascular and metabolic effects, which are independent of whether people meet physical activity recommendations. In fact, an individual can meet current suggested levels of physical activity, but still be sedentary. In other words, “sitting too much is not the same as lack of exercise and, as such, has its own unique metabolic consequences.” Researchers proposed a term, inactivity physiology, to describe potential causal roles of sedentary behaviors in development of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases.

A number of epidemiological studies conclude that sedentary time is correlated with cardiometabolic risk, obesity, and even some cancers. For example, an Australian longitudinal study found that each hour of daily television viewing, which is the predominant leisure-time sedentary behavior, is associated with an eleven percent increase in the risk of all-cause mortality independent of an individual’s age, gender, physical activity level, and waist circumference.
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406. People that watch a lot of television also report less life satisfaction, more anxiety, and increased material aspirations. See generally Bruno S. Frey et al., Does Watching TV Make Us Happy?, 28 J. ECON. PSYCHOL. 283 (2007); Bruno S. Frey, Happiness: A Revolution in Economics 93-105 (2008); see also Luigino Bruni & Luca Stanca, Income Aspirations, Television and Happiness: Evidence from the World Values Survey, 59 KYKLOS 209 (2006). People also self-report watching television to be among the least pleasant, in terms of experienced negative affect, leisure activities. But see Erik Hurst, Thoughts on “National Time Accounting: The Currency of Life”, in MEASURING THE SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING OF NATIONS 234, tbl. 8.1, 235–36 (Alan B. Krueger ed., 2009) (suggesting that it should be unsurprising that people sometimes report experiencing negative affect from watching television because people often watch television fully expecting the possibility of negative affect, as when
Another study found that the relationship between sitting time and mortality does not depend on physical activity levels.\textsuperscript{407} Even after controlling for age, physical activity levels, and smoking, people who sat the most were roughly fifty percent more likely to die during the follow-up period than people who sat the least.\textsuperscript{408} In fact, the relationship between sitting time and mortality was also independent of BMI.\textsuperscript{409} These findings suggest that all factors being equal—age, alcohol intake, body weight, gender, physical activity levels, and smoking—a person who sits more has a higher risk of death than a person who sits less.\textsuperscript{410}

Finally, a recent study of ethnically diverse American adults found that independent of exercise time, prolonged amounts of sedentary time is associated with negative health consequences, including bigger waists, higher blood pressure, higher triglyceride levels, increased levels of C-reactive protein (an inflammatory marker associated with increased risk of coronary heart disease and vascular mortality), and lower levels of good cholesterol.\textsuperscript{411} These findings suggest that to prevent chronic disease, law should not only promote regular physical exercise, but also focus on reducing sitting time, especially prolonged television viewing.

The composition of that sedentary time can also influence physical well-being.\textsuperscript{412} A study found that regardless of total sedentary time and total activity time, people who took more breaks while at work or watching television had lower BMI and waist circumference. Additionally, those who took more breaks enjoyed better metabolic health in terms of lower blood lipids and glucose tolerance.\textsuperscript{413} It is worth emphasizing that people in this study took breaks that were brief (less than five minutes) and of low intensity (just standing or walking to a washroom).\textsuperscript{414}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Watching a sporting event in support of a favorite team likely to lose, or precisely to experience negative emotions, such as from a sad or scary program.
\end{itemize}
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There is also further supporting evidence that, independent of overall sedentary time, breaks in sedentary time are beneficially associated with the inflammatory marker C-reactive protein, fasting plasma glucose, and waist circumference. This research shows how important it is to avoid prolonged uninterrupted periods of sedentary—mainly sitting time—and supports public health recommendations which encourage physical activity. If people are aware of their posture, then public health recommendations about not being sedentary might be most effective if they utilize terminology focusing on posture, such as: “Be aware of your posture throughout the day: sit less, stand more!” Even if people are unaware of their posture, there are practical take-aways from this research.

Even small changes to a person’s activity levels (as little as standing up regularly) might help to lower cardiovascular risk. These changes can be readily incorporated into the person’s day-to-day life (including the work environment). Stand up, move more, more often, could be used as a slogan to help get this message across.

In short, in modern Western societies, people’s schools, commutes, and jobs all too often involve a lot of sitting time. There are a number of rationales for and challenges to schools promoting physical activity. Developmental molecular biologist John Medina suggests having students walk one to two miles per hour on treadmills instead of sitting at desks in classrooms. Public schools could experiment with this concept by replacing classroom desks with treadmills. Medina also suggests that companies replace desks in office cubicles with treadmills and notes that Boeing’s vice president of leadership installed a treadmill in her office. In fact, Dr. James
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A. Levine of the Mayo Clinic created and designed a “Treadmill Desk” specifically for these purposes.422

D. Financial and Retirement Planning

Household management is an activity with one of the highest U-index levels, which measures the fraction of time that people spend experiencing unpleasant emotions.423 This empirical data reflects the reality that people find managing their households to be affectively stressful and painful. Law should care about household management having negative affect because people are likely to engage in poor financial and retirement planning behavior due to procrastination and rushing through household management to minimize the unpleasantness.

For instance, taxbrain.com, which promises to “make taxes less taxing,” suggests that society should strive to make financial and retirement planning less affectively painful.424 This goal can be accomplished by subsidizing financial advice and financial planning software, such as Economic Security Planner425 and Financial Engines.426 The law can help make financial and retirement decision-making more automatic, effortless, painless, and simple for individuals. Stanford tax law professor Joseph Bankman not only advocates utilizing technology to simplify personal income tax filing,427 he also co-authored a California bill to create ReadyReturn,428 which is a completed tax return prepared by the state.429


IV. CONCLUSION

“There are those who look at things the way they are, and ask why... I dream of things that never were, and ask why not.”430 In conclusion, reconsider the question this article poses about whether the law should care more about experiencing selves or remembering selves. People typically care more about memories than experiences because they can only directly access memories, which are incomplete and selective versions of experiences. In reminiscing, people effectively can indirectly access past experiences via current memories. Memories are thus like imperfect and self-edited copies of experiences.431

People often romanticize memories compared with actual experiences. This romanticism, combined with having memories that are rosier-colored than experiences, implies that people will not only care more about memories than experiences, but also that people will think more positively about memories than experiences. Because people base litigation decisions and policy lobbying efforts upon memories instead of experiences, law generally cares more about memories than experiences.

This article answers that question as follows: the law should care more about experiencing selves than remembering selves if and when experiences result in chronic health or stress consequences that either (1) society cares about more than people do for public policy reasons or (2) people also care about, but are unaware of, do not remember, or are unable to act upon (due to self-control problems).

In general, experiencing selves and remembering selves are both important and therefore should matter to law. For example, parents can and should care about not only their children’s childhood experiences, but also about their children’s memories as they age. However, there are many activities where the law may choose to favor people’s memories of experiences over their actual experiences, such as being married, being a parent, owning a home, and suburban living. Differences between how people experience and remember home ownership,432 marriage,433 parenting,434 and suburban life435

430. This quote is attributed to Robert F. Kennedy in his brother Edward’s eulogy speech as: “Some men see things as they are and say why? I dream things that never were and say why not?” Robert Kennedy said that he was quoting George Bernard Shaw when he said this, but Robert Kennedy is often believed to have originated this quote, which actually paraphrases this line “You see things; and you say, ‘Why?’ But I dream things that never were; and I say, ‘Why not?’” Edward Kennedy, Eulogy for Robert F. Kennedy (June 8, 1968), (transcript available at www.americanrhetoric.com); see also George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah: A Metabiological Pentateuch 67 (1988) (1921).

431. CERTIFIED COPY (COPIE CONFORME) (IFC Films 2011) (raising the question of whether a copy of something can ever be just as good as the original thing).

raise positive questions about whether people care more about such experiences or memories of them. These differences between people’s experiences and memories also raise normative questions about whether the law should privilege people’s incomplete memories of such experiences.

In addition, questions arise about whether the law should care about, and deal with, empirical data indicating that although people accurately forecast affective valence of their experiences, people are systematically inaccurate in overestimating not only duration and intensity of affect,436 but also the importance of comparative value.437

Albert Einstein once said, “[t]he only reason for time is so that everything doesn’t happen at once.”438 William James wisely quipped that if people were to have complete recall, then, “It would take as long for us to recall a space of time as it took the original time to elapse, and we should never get ahead with our thinking.”439 A consequence of time is that any experience has temporal antecedents in terms of anticipations and anticipatory emotions and temporal successors in terms of memories and emotional reactions to memories.

Any experience is just part of how that experience affects our lives due to impacts of expectations before an experience and recollections after it. A
temporal answer to whether people care more about experiences or memories is that people care more about experiences when they experience them and more about memories when they remember them. A temporal difference in what people care more about could be seen as a focusing illusion: people focus on experiences now and memories later. But is this really an illusion or just a temporally appropriate difference in what people can, do, and should focus their attention upon?

Many people are not often present in moments of their experiences because they are thinking about or having feelings about future or past experiences. Behavioral awareness is related to mindfulness, which can be defined simply as a non-judgmental and present-centered attention to ones emotions and thoughts relating to ongoing life events. Psychological research finds that increased mindfulness is associated with more positive emotions, mood regulation expectancies, and self-acceptance.440 These and other self-regulatory benefits of mindfulness that foster academic success and prosocial behavior support conducting additional research into teaching mindfulness in American public education.441

Learning to be mindfully aware of experiences as they unfold is a skill that people can develop and practice through mindfulness meditation.442 Leonard Riskin, a pioneer in advocating mindfulness meditation for the legal profession, explains how it can help law students, lawyers, and clients to resolve legal conflicts and disputes.443 Mindfulness and meditation also reduce stress, improve cognitive performance, strengthen immune function, and provide health, neurological, and psychological benefits.444 Recent neuroscience research finds that mindfulness and meditation alter people's neural function and brain structure in ways that benefit people's bodies and

---


442. Huang, Happiness Studies and Legal Policy, supra note 15, at 420–22 (analyzing how and why legal policy can foster mindfulness).


444. Austin, supra note 14, at 838–43 (discussing details).
Practicing mindfulness can provide the awareness for lawyers to improve their decision making and the space to exercise their options to engage in ethical and professional behavior. Observing one's own current internal state, a facet of mindfulness, is associated with more restrained affective forecasts in addition to reduced susceptibility to impact bias. Encouraging mindfulness can thus help counteract a common tendency people have to favor their inaccurate affective forecasts and idiosyncratic emotional memories over their actual experiences in making decisions. Improving people's ability to better observe current experiences helps develop the understanding that emotions, both positive and negative, are necessarily ephemeral and passing reactions that will be counterbalanced by future life events.

Third parties can also pursue activities to make people's negative memories less psychologically harmful. For example, people who receive more positive feedback about negative life experiences report feeling calmer about such experiences in comparison to a control group. Helping people view and think about negative events less negatively can lead people to remember such events more positively; in other words, there could be psychological benefits to looking on the bright side.

In conclusion, strong normative reasons that support law caring more about people's experiences than memories include chronic health or stress effects from repeating certain experiences. In addition, law can alter how individuals experience their lives by facilitating and supporting mindfulness. Finally, law can directly alter how people remember their experiences. Important open questions are whether people's experiences or memories are more malleable and whether law can more easily and effectively alter people's experiences or their memories.


447. Amber S. Emanuel et al., The Role of Mindfulness Facets in Affective Forecasting, 49 PERSONALITY & INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 815, 816–18 (2010) (testing and confirming prediction that facets of mindfulness decrease impact bias in affective forecasting).


449. Id. at 358.
As a way to make more memorable and summarize this article's thesis, contemplate these five questions. How did you predict you would feel before reading this article? How did you feel as you read this article? How do you now remember feeling as you read it? What do you predict you will feel if you read this article again or other similar ones in the future? How can you improve the experiences and memories of reading this article?